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Continuing controversies over “risks and rates” – more than a century
after William Farr’s “On prognosis”
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More than a century after William Farr’s 1838 publication
“On prognosis”, the difference between “risk and rate” was
rediscovered by epidemiologists in the 1970s. The concept of
the incidence rate over person-time continues to be misunderstood and has led to recent controversies.
In the second part of his 1838 publication“ On prognosis”,
William Farr explained the “force of mortality”, which
nowadays we call an “incidence rate”. He distinguished
from “mortality”, which we call “risk” or “cumulative incidence”. The first is calculated over person-time and ranges
from 0 to infinity; the second is a number between 0 and 1
without dimensions (Rothman & Greenland 1998). In this
commentary, I will trace the recent history of the distinction
between “risk and rate”, and recount how these concepts still
lead to confusion and controversy.

A rediscovery
The distinction between “risk” and “rate” that was so well
known to Farr was rediscovered in the 1970s in the USA
(Vandenbroucke 1985). In itself this is strange, since incidence rates had been used earlier in the 20 th century in the
UK and the USA. In the 1950s Richard Doll and Austin
Bradford Hill used incidence per person-years in their studies of British doctors and smoking (Doll & Hill 1956). However, they did not publish about the theory of this calculation. Hill did explain risks and life tables in his influential
textbook on medical statistics (Hill 1937), but only from the
7 th edition onwards a few lines were devoted to incidence
rates (Hill 1984). In the USA the 1960 first edition of
MacMahon’s textbook on epidemiology used Doll and Hill’s
calculations on smoking and lung cancer to explain the
person-years denominator (MacMahon et al. 1960). The
example was retained in all later editions of that textbook.
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Nevertheless, the conceptual difference between “risk” and
“rate” and their respective uses escaped attention.
Like Gerstman (2003), I think that Elandt-Johnson (1975)
should credited for bringing the topic very clearly to the attention of “modern” epidemiologists in 1975. The distinction
became the basis for Miettinen’s (1976) proposal that odds
ratio calculations in case-control studies could be exactly the
same as a ratio of incidence rates, without need for the “rare
disease assumption”. Thereafter, the distinction gained wide
acceptance (Greenland 1987).

Continuing debates
Many persons remain confused about events per persontime. This was witnessed by a paper in the British Medical
Journal in 1995, which called person-years “A dubious
concept” (Windeler & Lange 1995). The authors stated that
incidence rates are meaningless because they are not probabilities. They described that person-years allow to use
multiple events over time, which they thought was wrong.
Actually, this is an advantage, and incidence rates are used
for that purpose in infectious diseases. Also, they thought
that the calculation is used to hide loss to follow-up – which
in fact gives the same problem of bias, whatever incidence
measure is used. Finally, they repeated the often-heard argument that incidence rates can not distinguish between a few
persons followed for a long time vs many persons followed
for a short time. On the contrary, Farr demonstrated very
beautifully in “On prognosis” how the time-dependency of
incidence rates can be traced by dividing time into small
periods (see the “Table of the deaths and recoveries out of
1000 patients – this number being constantly kept up – in
fourteen stages of Small Pox”). Farr showed more than a
century ago that it is perfectly possible to allow for the
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duration of follow-up and varying incidences over time with
the person-years method.
Another strange episode on “risks and rates” was a critique
on William Farr and Florence Nightingale in the Annals
of Internal Medicine in 1996, entitled “100 apples divided by 15 red herrings” (Iezzoni 1996). The author criticised publications on death rates in hospitals by Farr and
Nightingale in the 1860s. The author rehashed the 130 year
old accusation that Farr and Nightingale had used a
“wrong” rate to overstate their political message about differences in death rates between hospitals. Farr and Nightingale had published death rates up to “90 per 100 per year”
for particular hospitals for which they envisaged reforms.
Interested parties at the time thought that these rates were
impossible and thus wrong. Still, the explanation is straightforward: in hospitals several persons in succession occupy a
single bed over a year, which yields 1 person-year of observation.
Several persons might have died in that bed, which might
even lead to death rates larger than unity. A simple solution
to restore “intuitive credibility” is to calculate death rates
per person-month or person-week: a death rate of 90 per
100 patient-years becomes 1.73 per 100 patient-weeks. The
latter number would not as quickly have drawn accusations
of “political spin”, although it remains exactly the same incidence. Like the 19 th century critics of Farr and Nightingale, the 1996 author concluded that these high mortality
rates were used because of Nightingale’s political agenda.
Vandenbroucke-Grauls and myself took the defence of
Farr and Nightingale (Vandenbroucke & VandenbrouckeGrauls 1996, 1997).
Incidence calculations per person-week or per person-month
are used nowadays for nosocomial infection rates in hospi-
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tals. This also took some time. Up to the early 1980s the
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) in the USA propagated
a so-called “rate” for the calculation of hospital infections:
the number of infected divided by number of admissions
(Haley et al. 1981). That calculation was already frowned
upon in 1947 by Major Greenwood, at the London School
of Epidemiology and Tropical Medicine (Vandenbroucke &
Vandenbroucke-Grauls 1988). Dividing the number of infected by number of admissions amounts to dividing the
number of deaths in a population by the number of newborns over the same time period – which is neither an incidence rate, nor a risk. Even leading institutions seemed unaware that Farr and Nightingale had shown the right way of
calculating incidence rates in hospitals in the middle of the
19 th century (Vandenbroucke & Vandenbroucke-Grauls
1988). This has changed (Freeman & McGowan 1978), and
in the early 1990s the CDC used nosocomial infection rates
per person-time (Gaynes et al. 1991).
The difference between risk and rate gave raise to confusion
and controversy, more than a century ago, and it still does.
To those who have difficulty with the use of rates, the beautiful examples and explanations in “On prognosis” are still
worthwhile reading.
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